Development and validation of algorithms for measuring G-protein coupled receptor activation in cells using the LSC-based imaging cytometer platform.
A cell-based assay system (Transfluor) has been developed for measurement of G-protein coupled receptor (GPCR) activity by using cells transfected to express a fusion protein of arrestin plus green fluorescent protein (GFP) and the target GPCR. Upon agonist stimulation, the arrestin-GFP translocates to and binds the activated GPCR at the plasma membrane. The receptor/arrestin-GFP complexes then localize in clathrin-coated pits and/or intracellular vesicles. This redistribution of arrestin-GFP into condensed fluorescent spots is useful for visually monitoring the active status of GPCRs and its quantitation is possible with certain types of digital image analysis systems. We designed two lines of image processing algorithms to carry out quantitative measurement of the arrestin-GFP movement on an inverted version of laser scanning cytometry (iCyte) as an imaging platform. We used a cell line expressing arrestin-GFP and the wild-type beta2-adrenergic receptor or a modified version of this receptor with enhanced affinity for arrestin. Each cell line was challenged with various concentrations of agonist. A dose-dependent signal was measured and half-maximal effective concentration values were obtained that agreed well with results determined by other methods previously reported. The results indicate that the combination of Transfluor, iCyte, and our algorithms is suitable for robust and pharmacologically relevant GPCR ligand exploration.